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pianos have a great deal in common - so we hope this series will provide a useful workshop for
owners of each of these instruments.

Part 2

Music Finder.
At the heart of every new Yamaha keyboard and CVP
Clavinova is a feature called Music Finder. In itself it’s
nothing special - just a list of song titles - but it offers
more immediate help to beginners and pro-players
alike than any other feature I can think of.

That is... if you’ve got the correct version installed in
your keyboard. I know this has been covered many
times before but the message just doesn’t seem to be
getting through to everyone because, whilst browsing
entries on the Forum (see ‘James Woodcock On-line’
- page 29), I couldn’t help noticing that people are still
having problems because they don’t realise there’s a
UK upgrade.

Upgrade... What upgrade?

If your keyboard’s Music Finder list looks like this it is
the original (pre-upgrade) version.

You don’t want to be using this version because, if
you take a close look, you’ll see that the song titles
are all scrambled up in cryptic format. We’re told the
reason for this is due to more stringent copyright laws
in different parts of the world but, to be frank, the
Music Finder is unusable like this and may as well not
exist.

Fortunately the helpful guys in Yamaha UK have
produced a replacement Music Finder - just for us -

with non cryptic titles, and when you’ve installed this
upgraded version in your keyboard you’ll immediately
be able to see why this is so much better...

Now the song titles make sense and you can quickly
scroll to your favourite piece of music and find the
keyboard set up and ready to play.  

Music Finder upgrades are available for all keyboard
and CVP Clavinova models and can be downloaded
free from the Club’s website. 

Go to: Members Only - Download Music Finder and
select your model from the list. Instructions for
installing are provided.

Using Registration Memory to create
settings for new songs.
The Music Finder is a great help but it doesn’t cover
every song does it? When I first bought the original
Tyros keyboard a few years ago I set about (but never
finished) making Music Finder settings for all the
songs I play. I soon found that a better way (in my
opinion) was to use the Registration Memory buttons
instead and, because the Club is always being asked
for new song registrations (and because it’s
something you can do easily yourself), I thought I’d
make this the subject of an article for Yamaha Club
Magazine. 
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Where do I begin..?

I asked around at several music
shops and found that one of the
most popular series of keyboard
music books is the ‘Easiest
Keyboard  Collection’ - published
by Wise Publications. As I
already have several of the books
from this collection in my library
this seemed as good a place as
any to begin.

Making best use of the eight Registration Memory
buttons

There are eight Registration Memory buttons - so my first
idea was to set one registration for each tune in the book
(i.e. eight tunes per bank). Then I realised that I quite often
use two or three registrations per song - and developed
another plan. 

Using the ‘Easiest  Keyboard  Collection’  -  Latin album as an
example, here’s a quick overview of how it works. I’ll go into
more depth later...

1) I set some registrations (including voice, style and 
multipad settings) for the first four tunes in the book and 
stored them in Registration Memory buttons 1-4.

2) Then, having played through the tunes again, I chose a 
second voice for each piece that I felt was appropriate to 
the arrangement. I stored these four ‘voice only’ settings 
in Registration Memory buttons 5-8.

5) I named each registration. 

* To name registrations press [DIRECT ACCESS] followed 
by the Registration Memory button. Then select NAME 
from the display and, at the prompt, select the file you 
want to name. 

When I’d finished, the screen looked like this...

Registration Memory buttons 1-4
contain FULL SET-UP settings for
the first four songs in the EKC
LATIN book.

Each setting contains voice, style,
harmony, multipad, foot-switch
and key (pitch) data

Registration Memory buttons
5-8 contain only VOICE data.
These voices can be selected
without causing the style or
multipad setting to change.
The icons also show which
type of instrument is used. 

6) I saved the entire bank as ‘Latin  1’.   

7) Having completed the first bank of registrations I started 
to make another four registration settings for the next  
four titles in the book - together with four more 
‘alternative’ voices. 

8) I continued this theme until all 22 songs in the ‘EKC - 
Latin’ book were covered and I had six LATIN files.

I’ve found this a very useful method for saving registrations
because...

a) The settings are organised by ‘book title’ so I can 
immediately call up a registration for any book I pick up.

b) Each of the four main song registrations (in the left - red 
- column) are provided with four appropriate voice 
settings in addition to those found in the O.T.S. buttons. 
Together this gives me quite a wide variety of sounds to 
use in a live play situation.  

If you want to create some registration settings for yourself
using this method there are some important things you
should know - so turn to the next page for more in-depth
instruction.

FFree Download forree Download for
TTyros2 ownersyros2 owners

You can download my complete EKC-LATIN
collection FREE from the Yamaha Club website.

Go to: Members Only - Download: Demos

Registrations are provided for: Amapola / Bamboleo /
Besame Mucho / Corcovado Quiet Nights Of Quiet
Stars / Desafinado / Dos Gardenias / The Girl From
Ipanema / Guaglione / Guantanamera / La Bamba /

La Cucaracha / Lambada / Livin’ La Vida Loca /
Malaguena / Mambo No.5 (A Little Bit Of...) / Mas
Que Nada / Meditation / One Note Samba / Oye

Como Va / Sway / Tequila / Vaya Con Dios

MP3 performance tracks will be added in 
due course to illustrate the registration settings. 

Use the
UP button
when you
have
completed
all the
registration
settings
and  you
want to
name the
Registration
Bank. 

I named
this bank
LLaattiinn  11

Song titles Extra Voices
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Some useful tips... 
Your keyboard’s Music Finder list will already contain
many of the song titles you’d expect to find in popular
books such as this. There’s no need to change the
Music Finder setting just for the sake of it if you like
the one the professionals have provided... but store it
in the Registration Memory button anyway to maintain
continuity in the relationship between your music book
and your settings. 

* I store the registrations in the same order the 
songs appear in the book. The songs also appear 
in alphabetical order in the Easiest Keyboard 
Library series so this is well suited to my catalogue
system too. 

When saving registrations 1 - 4... 

The first four registrations in your bank will be used to
set up the song - ready to play - so be sure to check
that your instrument is set to store the following data...

It’s important that the choice of style, the tempo of the
piece, the key (transpose), the voice(s) and any
harmony effects you want to include in your
registration are selected for the song set-up. When
you recall these settings you want to be able to start to
play straight away - with everything in place...

Press  the  [MEMORY]  button  to  reveal  this  display.

You should check that the Style / Voice / Multpad /
Harmony / Tempo / Pedal / Transpose and Scale boxes
are ticked so that all this data is stored in the Registration
Memory buttons for each song. 

Coffee Time Quiz - No. 7 by Tony Breeden 

World Capitals...
The answers are all in popular song titles.

1. It’s Wonderful Wonderful...
2. Tulips from...
3. I love it said Cole Porter...

4. Ralph McTell’s streets...
5. Arriverderci...
6. Midnight here with Kenny Ball...
7. One Night In...
8. Just a town to UB40...
9. Was Tommy Steele on safari?
10.UltraVox chart no. 2...

A
n

sw
ers:  11..  CC

ooppeennhhaaggeenn  ;;
22..  AA

mm
sstteerrddaamm

  ;;  33..  PP
aarriiss  ;;  

44..  LLoonnddoonn  ;;  55..  RR
oomm

ee  ;;  
66..  MM

o ossccooww
  ;;  77..  BB

aannggkkookk  ;;  
88..  KK

iinnggssttoonn  ;;  99..  NN
aaiirroobbii  ;;  

1100..  VV
iieennnnaa  

When saving registrations 5 - 8... 

When you select Registration Memory buttons 5 - 8
you want to change the melody voice - but not the
accompaniment style, tempo or key. By setting these
registrations so that only the melody voice is changed
you’ll be able to use them with each of the four
registrations in buttons 1 - 4.

Press the [MEMORY] button and tick the boxes for
Voice / Harmony and Pedal.  

Using the FREEZE button... 

Once you have selected the registration for the song
you want to play and started your performance you
can use the [FREEZE] button to stop the style
variation, tempo, transposition etc. returning to the
saved setting. This gives you the option of using
buttons 1 - 4 as ‘voice only’ settings in addition to the
registrations stored in buttons 5 - 8.    

Pen drives for use
with your
computer - 

or your
keyboard

£24.99
each

- Now Available - 
‘Y‘Yamaha Club’ 128MB USB Flash Drivesamaha Club’ 128MB USB Flash Drives


